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Unit II: Crossword Puzzle
Please complete the crossword puzzle below using your notes from Unit II.
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Across:

Down:

1. Lines created to describe objects that exist in our
world (2 words).
2. Crossed parallel lines used in an artwork to create
value.
3. An implied line created where several objects or
figures in a row are loosely connected by our eyes.
6. This type of line implies movement, tension, and

2. This type of line implies fun, whimsical
movement.
4. Lines that define the inner and outer edges of an
object plus any highlights or shadows present (2
words).
5. Lines found in very abstract and non-objective
works that do not describe real objects (2 words).
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drama.
9. Using the four properties of line to create different
moods and emotions (2 words).
11. This type of line implies height, stability, and
dignity.
12. An element of art that is a continuous mark
made on a surface.
14. A property of line that deals with how long the
line is.
16. Lines that are indicated indirectly in artworks
through edges, closure, or lines of sight (2 words).
18. The type of line imples anger, loudness,
frustration, and stress.
19. The four ___________ of line are: length, width,
direction, and surface.
21. This type of line implies calmness, peace, and
balance.
22. A property of line that deals with the texture of
the line.
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7. Lines with little variation that describe the outer
edges of an object and appear flat.
8. A property of line that deals with where the line
moves.
10. A property of line that deals with how wide the
line is.
13. Parallal lines used in an artwork to create value.
15. This type of implied line is created when the
viewer looks in the direction of a person or animal's
gaze in an artwork (3 words).
17. A type of implied line created where one shape
ends and another begins, or there is a change in
color or value.
20. Lines that are produced to express an idea,
mood, or quality (2 words).
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